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Krishna Kunj No.2, C-Wing, Flat No. 304, Tambe Nagar, Mulund (W), Mumbai - 400 080.

DATE: '1 \ 01 \ .\0

The Director- HR,
ONGC,
Jeevan Bharti, Tower II,
New Delhi

Respected Sir,

This is in reference to our letter vide no. ONGC/KS/67/2005 date
14/02/05 and further to my discussion with your esteemed authority on
your visit to Mumbai on 31/12/2009 concerning the above issue. Please
find enclosure a copy of the previous letter for your perusal.

At the outset the field operators posted in Vizag / Kochi are required to give
in (5) five days of their off period for traveling to and fro, reaching their duty
place and back home. More over the above facility is already extended to
tenure based Field Executives.

Present political turmoil in Andhra Pradesh has forced the field operators to
return back to their parent office as they were required to travel by train
through the trouble areas, causing problem to both, "one group could not
reach duty, and the group on duty had to continue beyond 14 days of
normal duty".

Your esteemed authority is requested to gauge the situation, and provide air
check - fare facility to field operators performing 14 days ON / OFF duty,
"specially from Kochi / Vizag "
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Copy to: "'~-':..2.~\;..
Af.... 1. GGM-Chief ER, ONGC, Negi Bhavan, Dehradu;~anchal.

Y~ll 72. GGM-HRO, WOU, NSE plaza, BKC, Bandra (E), Mumbai.
3. DGM- (HR)-Corp Policy, ONGC, Negi Bhavan, Dehradun Uttaranchal.

~ Dy.GM- HR(IR),WOU, NSE plaza, BKC, Bandra (E), Mumbai.

~lO.

Pradeep M yekar
(General S~cretary)


